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1.0 INTRODUCTION
•

V 
.

~~~~

.

Resource sharing, the sharing of a limited amount of resources
among a multitude 0f users , has been the driving force behind the
creation of multi-access computer systems and computer networks. A
variety of techniques have been developed to share computer resources,
for example: multiprogranining, time-sharing and network control pro-
cedures. Emphasis is currently being placed on efficient sharing of
the channels used for coimiunication among the terminals and computers
in these systems. The demands placed on the channels are usually of
a “bursty” nature, that Is, they possess a high ratio of peak to aver-
age traffic rate. Coninunication techniques have been invented which
utilize the statistical nature of the demands on the channels to more
efficiently share their capacity among a large coninunity of users.
One such technique is packet broadcasting [1) on a single high capacity
channel that is shared by all users, often referred to as bussing.

a

A broadcast channel may be shared on an assigned basis In which
users take turns in transmitting, or on a contention bas is where users
contend for access to the channel. Contention techniques allow users
to contend or coll ide when transmitting and require users to sense
these collisions and retransmit after a random delay. The contention
techniques are split -Into ALOHA Ii) and Carrier-Sense-Itiltiple-Access
(CSMA) protocols (2]. ALOHA users transmit any time they desire; CSMA
users transmit only when they sense the channel Is free. CSMA proto-
cols may be further partitioned Into Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) and us-
ten-While-Talk (LilT) protocols. LBT users do not listen to their own
transmissions; LilT users listen while they are transmitting. Detailed
analysis of the 1ST CSMA protocols are given in References (2-3). An
analysis of the LilT protocol is provided In this report.

~ 
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One purpose of this study was to estimate the magnitude of the
channel throughput and delay advantage offered by the LilT protocol
over the LBT protocol.~ Another objective was to determine If the
dynamic control procedures used to control channel equilibriwn for
the LBT CSMA t4) and ALOHA (5~~protocols are appl icable to the LilT
CSMA protcol.

Several variations of the CSMA protocol were investigated. The
throughput and delay performance of the LVI and LBT protocol s were
compared using analytical techniques (Sections 3-5) and computer
simulations of a CSMA coaxial cable based system implemented at
MITRE (SectIon 6). The causes of channel instability were in-
vestigated using simulation techniques (Section 6).

S
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2.0 THE CSMA CONTENTION PROTOCOL 
- -

A CSMA contention protocol is a technique for sharing the broad-
cast channel by independent users* who attempt to avoid collisions by
listening for (i.e., sens ing) the presence of other transm iss ions on
the channel. Us~’s having a packet to transmit will defer if they
sense the channel is busy. Collisions result when two or more users
sense the channel is free and attempt to transmit. The “vulnerable
period” , when two or more users may attempt to transmit wi thout real-
izing each ot her ’s presenc e on the channel , is the propagation delay
between the contending users. Users involved in a collision will
independently reschedule their packets for retransmission after. a
random delay.

CSMA protocols are divided into two general categories: Listen-
Before-Talk (LBT) and Listen—While—Tal k (11ff).

b

a. Users operating in an 1ST mode do not listen to their own
transmissions. Collisions are detected after the total
packet has been transmitted and a positive acknowledgement
has not been received within a predetermined interval of
time. Collisions tie up the channel for the duration of
the overlapping packets plus propagation delays.

I

b. Users operating in the LilT mode listen to their own trans-
missions and cease transmission upon detecting the presence
of others on the channel . All collisions are detected

I

~Jsers are devices which interface the network components,e.g.,computers and terminals, to the broadcast channels.

7
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within the maximum propagation delay between users on
the channel. Collisions tie up the channel for the dura-
tion of the overlapping propagation delays.

Each 0f the above CSMA protocols are further differentiated
according to the action that a user takes after sensing a busy chan-
nel. A user sensing the channel busy may reschedule the next time
to sense the channel after some random delay (non-persistent CSMA) ,
or may persist in sensing the channel and transmit with probability
1.0 when the channel becomes idle (1-persistent CSMA), or may per-
sist in listening until the channel becomes idle and delay a random
time before transmitting if the channel is still idle (p—persistent
CSMA). Each of these protocols has been analyzed by F. Tobagi [2]
for LBT CSMA.

a
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ANALYTIC MODEL
a.

The assumptions made about the model are similar to those stated
by F. Tobagi and L. Kleinrock [1, 2) to facilitate comparison with
their resul ts for the LBT CSMA protocols. The assumptions are stated
below.

Al. All packets are of constant length.
M. Ferguson [6] has shown for a random access channel that
a variable packet size is always inferior, in terms of
channel efficiency, to a fixed packet size.

A2. The channel Is noise-free.

A3. The overlapping In transmission time of any fraction of two
packets results in destructive interference and both packets
must be retransmitted.

A4. No packets collect at each individual use, i.e., a user
transmits the previous packet before the next packet
arrives.*

Assumptions A4 and A5 prohibit multipacket messages and
dictate that the time between packet arrivals from a - •

user must be greater than a packet transmission time.
Assumption A5 may be val Id for most terminal users on

*The gross arrival rate to the system during an interval of time I
Is therefore A (N-m) Instead of AN where).— arrival rate to each user,
N — number of users, m — number of users having a packet to trans-
mit during the Interval T.

‘I—
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a

the- channel , but processors connected to the channel may
need to queue messages for transmission to terminal users.
The assumption of Poisson distributed channel traffic Is
weakened for higher values of G. Stability analysis and
simulation results by Tobagi [2] for LBT CSMA indicate that
the infinite population assumption results closely approx-
imate the results for a finite population of 50 to 200 users.

A5. G, the offered channel traffic, is Poisson distributed.
The offered channel traffic includes all new arrivals to
the system pl us all arrival s due to rescheduling as a re-
suit of collisions and deferrals. Traffic is generated
from an infinite population of users. The interarrival
time distribution is exponential with mean 11G.

A6. The average retransmission delay, X, is large compared to
the packet transmission time T.

Analytic and simulation results by Tobagi (2J for LBT CSMA ,
as well as LilT CSMA simulations from this study, indicate
that for mean retransmission delays, X>T , the system approaches
the asymptotic results for Xxi.

A7. A user may be transmitting a packet or receiving a packet
from another user (but not both simultaneously), with a
negligibl e delay In switching from one mode to the other.
However, LilT users can simultaneously transmit and receive
their own packet.

.

10
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A8. The time to detect the presence of a transmission on the
channel is zero.

A9. All transmissions are heard by every user connected to
the channel.

AlO. The propagation delay is small compared to the packet
transmission time and is identical for all source destine-
tion pairs.

Using the maximum possible propagation delay for all users
yields lower bounds on system performance. The average
ratio (a) of propagation delay to packet duration is
typically between .001 and .1 for local packet ratio and
coaxial cable based networks.

All. The channel for acknowledgement is separate from the data
transmission channel .

Acknowledgement traffic does not use any of the capacity
of the data channel and thus does not affect the channel
throughput. However, delays due to acknowledgements are
a significant part of system response time.

The above assumptions do not reflect accurately the character-
istics of any Implemented system. However, they do provide a coamon
basis for an anaiytical comparison of several contention protocol s
[1-4). The relative performances of the LBT CSMA [2-4), ALOHA [5]
and LilT CSMA (Section 6.0) protocols have been verified through simu-
lation studies with many of the assumptions relaxed to more closely
model actual system implementations.

Il 
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4.0 THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
a

The equilibrium throughput equations for non-persistent LilT CSMA
and non-persistent LBT CSMA are derived in this section. The through-
put equation for LBT CSNA Is found to differ from the equation derived
by F. Tobagi[21. A comparison is made of the throughput for the LilT
CSMA , LBT CSMA and ALOHA [1,5]protocols.

4.1 Throughput Analysis for Non-Persistent LilT (N-LilT) CSMA Protocol

The equilibrium throughput equation expressed In terms of S (the
average throughput), a (the ratio of propagation delay to packet trans-
mission time) and G (the offered channel traffic) is:

-aG
- 

Ge (1)5N LWT - G(e~~+a) + (1 + aG) (l-e~~ )
2+ 1 3 -

The derivation of (1) is based on the cyclic nature of the busy
and Idle time Intervals on the channel. A busy interval (B) occurs
when a signal is present on the channel . An idle interval (I) is the
time between two busy intervals. A cycle consists of a busy interval
followed by an idl e interval. U Is the portion of time during a cycle
that the channel is used for a successful transmission. From renewal
theory [2,7] the expected channel utilization, or throughput, can
be expressed in terms of the mean values of the above quantities as

—

U
5 -  (2)

B + I

L 
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a.

The quantities B, I and U are defined more precisely with refer-
ence to Figure 1. All times are normalized to the duration of a packet
transmission, T = 1. Let t be the time of arrival of a packet which
senses the channel idle and hence, Initiates a busy interval. Any
other packet arriving between t and t+a will sense the channel idle,
will transmit and cause a collision. The first packet will be success-
ful if no other user transmits a packet during the propagation delay,
a.

The case in which collisions occur will be analyzed first. Let
t+z be the time when the second packet arrives during the interval
(t, t+a). All users, except the first, have ceased transmitting by
t+a since later users will have detected the presence of the first
user on the channel at the end of the propagation delay. The first
user will detect the collision at time t+z+a, i.e., a propagation
delay after the second user begins transmitting. A propagation delay
after the first user ceases transmitting the channel will be sensed
idle. Any user sensing the bus between t+a and t+z+2a will find the
channel busy and will reschedule Its packet for transmission.

A user which successfully seizes the channel will transmit during
the interval (t, t+1). All users will sense the channel idle a propa—
gation delay after the transmission ends.

The probability of a successful transmission during a busy period
• is the probability that no other user transmits within a propagation

delay, a, after the beginning of the transmission.

• s-aG

• I • average interarrival time • h G

13 
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a

B = P(successful busy period) (l+a) + P(unsuccessful busy period)
(Z+2a )

— e_aGO+a) + (l_e~
G)(Z+2a)

— ~~~ + (l-e 6)Z+a(2-e~
5)

Z, the expected value of Z, may be calculated from the distribu-
tion function of Z:

m o  arrival in time 1 - G -FZ(z)%fZ�z) ”l_P(Z>z3_l _PIz and at least one •l-[e Z (1-c (a z)G ))
Larrival in time a-zJ

a
z is defined on the interval (o,a). Therefore Z —f [1-F (z))dz

Substitution of the expressions for U, I, B and ~ Into the equa-
tion for S (2) yIelds the equilibrium throughput equation for the non-
persistent LilT CSMA protocol (1).

Notice that if the probability of success (e~
6) is unity and

I = 1/S • 0, as would occur with perfect scheduling, B equals the dura-
tion of a successful packet transmission (I+a). The maximum through-
put with perfect scheduling is SN_L~

.

4.2 Throughput Analysis for the Non-Persistent LBT (N-LBT) CSMA Protocol

The equilibrium throughput equation derived for the non-persistent
LBT CSMA protocol differs from the equation derived by F. Tobagi [2).

p

15
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a

G -aG
Tobagl ’s equation SN L~

. = 
e 

(3)
G(1+2a) 

:a:

_aG

New equation s 
- 

= Ge (4)
G(1+2a-ae~ )_ (l_e a 

) +1

The derivation of the throughput equation for the non-persistent
LBT CSMA is similar to the derivation provided by Tobagi[2). The
essential difference between the non-persistent LBT and LilT protocols
may be discerned by comparing the unsuccessful busy periods as illus-
trated In Figures l and 2. The expected duration of the LilT unsucCess-
fuh busy period is Z+2a where Z is the average time when the second
packet to participate in the collision arrives. The expected dura-
tion of the LBT unsuccessful busy period is l+~+a* where V is the
average time when the final packet to participate in the collision

arrIves and the entire packet must be transmitted.

Y, the expected time of arrival of the last packet to participate
in a collision, may be calculated from the distribution function of Y:

F ‘ ‘~ prv� ~ ~,fno arrival s occur in 1 — - (a—y)G
y~
y, L yj Linterval of length a-yJ e

- a
Y is defined in the interval (o,a). Therefore Y •f[1-F (y))dy

•

O

a_~<l~:e
_aG
).

*F. Tobagi assumed the duration of the busy period to be I+Y. This
assumption accounts for the differences between Tobagi’ s throughput
equation (3) and the equation derived in this section (4) . Eval ue-
tion of the equations (3,4) for values of a between .001 and .1 In—
dicate less than a 2 percent difference in maximum throughput.

16
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The ti .., intervals U, I and B are defined as in Section 3.1.

U • average portIon of cycle channel is used for successful
transmission • s-aG

I — average duration of idle interval = h G

B • average duration of busy Interval

• P (successful transmi sslon]( 1 +a)+P[unsuccessful transmission)
(1+Y+a )

e aG (l+a) + (l-e~
5)(1+Y+a)

= 1 + (h-e~~ )Y+a

Substitution of U, I, B and Y into the equation for S (1),
yields the new equilibrium throughput equation for the non-persistent
LB1 CSMA protocol (4).

4.3 Equilibrium Throughput Behavior of LilT CSMA and LBT CSMA Protocols

Figure 3 illustrates the throughput versus offered traffic for
the non-persistent LilT CSMA, non-persistent LBT CSMA , 1-persistent
CSMA and pure ALOHA protocols for a=.Ol and a— .05. The 1-persistent

a LBT CSMA and ALOHA curves were calculated using the equilibrium
throughput equations developed by Tobagi[2) . The throughput equations
enable us to determine analytically the maxlnun throughput of the chin-
nd under equilibrium conditions. However, stability analysis and
simulation resul ts [2—5) Indicate that near the maximum values pre-
dicted by the throughput equations the equilIbrium assumption is not
val id for any of the contention protocols. When the input traffic
approaches the max imum value predicted for channel throughput, the

17
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channel becomes saturated with collisions and throughput rapidly de-
creases to zero. This phenomenon is more fully discussed in Section
6.

The non-persistent LilT CSMA protocol offers an improvement in
maximum throughput over the corresponding LBT CSMA protocol of ap-
proximately 10 to 30 percent for propagation delays between .01 and
.05 packet durations. The proportion of the offered channel traffic
due to collisions increases as the rate of new arrival s increases.
Since the channel capacity wasted due to collisions is less for LilT
CSMA than for LBT CSMA, an improvement in throughput results for LilT
CSMA.

All CSMA protocols are sensitive to variations in the propagation
delay (a). The throughput curves in Figure 3 for non-persistent LilT
CSMA and non-persistent LBT CSMA would be superimposed on the through-
put curve of pure ALOHA for values of a=.90 and a= .75 respectively.
The same curves are superimposed on the throughput curve of slotted
ALOHA for values of a=.34 and a=.24 respectively. For example, con-
sider a 1 megabit/second packet radio system transmitting 1000 bit
packets. Assume that the assumptions of Section 2.0 are valid. Then
the throughput behavior of the non-persistent LBT CSMA and LilT CSMA
protocol s would be inferior to the throughput behavior of the slotted
ALOHA protocol at distances beyond 45 miles and 60 miles respectively.
The throughput behavior of pure ALOHA would be superior to that of
non-persistent LBT CSMA beyond a distance of 140 miles and superior
to that of non-persistent LilT CSMA beyond 170 miles.

U
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5 0  DELAY ANALYSIS

The throughput—del ay equation for the non-persistent LilT CSMA
protocol is developed in this section using the same arguments cx-
pressed in Reference [2) where the delay equatIons for various 1ST
protocol s were developed.

5.1 Delay Analysis for the Non-Persistent LilT CSMA Protocol

r The average delay (0) for packets on the channel may be repre-
sented by the following expression:

- faverage delay] average delay delay due
0 
~ 

due to J + due to + to trans-
I collisions J deferring mission

or equivalently,

O = P [collision) (duration of colli sion) + P [deferring] 
I 

-

(duration of deferral) + transmission time.

The delays incurred by an individual packet are :

*(2a +6 )  - If a packet collides,

6 - if a packet is blocked,

(l+a) - the packet transmission time,

S

where 6 is the normalized mean packet retransmission delay.

*$ee figure 1. The first packet of a collision is delayed for a period d,
(2a�d�3a). Other packets of a collision are delayed for a period d,
(aS d �2a). The assumption is made that the average delay per packet
involved in the collision is (2a+ö).

20 
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All of the traffic which arrives at the channel does not attempt
to transmit. Define H to be the proportion of the offered channel
traffic which attempts to transmit. The channel traffic that is
blocked is (G-H). The mean number of times a packet transmission is
attempted before a successful transmission occurs (mean number of
collisions) Is (H-5 )/S. The mean number of times a packet is blocked
is (G-H)/S. The average delay for packets on the channel is:

ö = [(H-S)/S](Za+6) + ((G-H)/S)6+ 1 + a (5)

4, the proportion of the offered channel traffic which attempts
to transmit is determined by using some of the results of the through-
put analysis of Section 4.0. Let 

~b 
be the probability that a user

having a packet to transmit is blocked, i.e., senses the channel busy - ;

and reschedules the packet for retransmission. Then 
~~~~ ~ the I -

probability the user senses the channel is idle.

Farrival occurs within ] farrival occurs
= PIpropa~~tIon delay afterl + P iduring an idle

Lstart of busy period J L period

From renewal theory:

(l_ pb) = _ a _ ~~_ I_
B + I  B + I

Using B and I from Section 3.1:
a + h / G  -

~~~ (e aG+a) + (l/G+a)(l-e~~ )2 + h G

aG + 1
— 

G(e-
~~+a) + (l+aG)(1~e~~ )2 + 1

21 
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Assume that the probability of a successful transmission is the
same each time a user attempts to transmit. The number of times users
actually attempt to transmit is:

H = G
-,

All variables necessary to calculate the average delay for non-per-
sistent LWT CSMA have been defined.

5.2 Delay Comparisons of LilT CSMA vs 1ST CSMA and ALOHA Protocol s

The corresponding delay equation for non-persistent LBT CSMA
is given b~ [2):

0 = [(H S)/SJ (1 + 2a + w + 6) +[(G H)/s] o + 1 + a

where w is the normalized acknowl edgement transmission time, and each

packet must be completely transmitted and negatively acknowledged be-
fore retransmission can be attempted. H and are calculated using
B and I from Section 4.2 in the manner described for the LilT case.

The delay equations for other LBT CSMA protocols and ALOHA proto-
cols are developed In Reference[2] .

Figure 4 illustrates the theoretical delays for various conten-
tion protocols with a—.05, w .Ol,6— .12. The non—persistent LilT proto-
col appears to offer a 30 to 100 percent decrease in mean delay per-
formance over non-persistent 181 for equivalent throughput val ues,
and approximately a 10 to 20 percent improvement in maximum throughput.

r 
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6.0 SIMULATION OF THE MITRE CSMA BUS SYSTEM

The 1-persistent LWT CSMA protocol has been impl emented at MITRE
using coaxial cabl e as the transmission medium. Figure 5 ilIus-
trates the basic design of the LWT system. Messages passed from a
device to a Bus Interface Unit (BIU) are placed on the transmit cabl e
and sensed on the receive cable. The bus transmission rate is 307.2
Kilobi-ts/second. Interference is determined by a combination of hard-
ware and software techniques in the BIU. The maximum time required
for a BIU to detect a collision is the time to transmit and receive —

the first two characters of a packet - approximately 140 microseconds.
After sensing that_the bus is free, each BIU delays approxImately 100
microseconds (.03 1) before attempting to transmit. This delay pro-
vides a window during which the receiving BIU of the last packet trans-
m itted may send an acknowledgement 18).

A simulation model of the MITRE LilT bus system was developed
to ascertain the throughput and delay behavior under various traffic
loads. The model was later modified to simulate the 1-persistent LBT
protocol for comparison with the corresponding LilT protocol .

Assumptions Al , A4, A5, A6 , A8, AlO and All as stated in Section
3.0 concerning the theoretical model were violated in the system im-
plementation. Multlpacket messages were transmitted with packets
having different lengths. Although arrivals to each user BIU were
Poisson distributed, arrival s to the channel were not Poisson distri-
buted due to the nature of the rescheduling algoritPin for collisions
and deferrals. A finite number of users was simulated. Packets were
allowed to queue at each BIU. The propagation delays for users were
distributed uniformly in the range 2 to 40 microseconds (.0006 i~ to
.012 i). The time required for a BIU to detect a collision was greater

I

than the propagation delay due to the software collision detection tech—
nique mentioned above. Acknowl edgement traffic was also transmitted on
the channel .

- 
- 
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6.1 Message Loading Scenario

Terminals and processors were incrementally attached to the sys-
tem to present an offered traffic load wi th the terminal/ processor
ratio maintained constant at 50/1. Table 1 describes the statistics
for messages exchanged between terminals and processors.* The message
arrival s from each user were Poisson distributed. Time is also 

-
measured in units of the average packet length transmission time, 1,
to facilitate comparisons with theoretical results.

TABLE 1
SIMULATION MESSAGE STATISTICS 

____________

Average Transmiss ion Tran~~ ss 1on
Direction Message Time per Time per
of Message Arrival Message Packetized Packet packet (avg.

Flow Rate Length Messages** (msec) packet xmit
__________ ________ -________ ___________ ____________ ____________

From 2/mm 15 char. One 25 .928 msec .27 T
Terminal char.
to packet
Processor

From 2/mm 400 Three 130 -

Processor char. char. 4.688 msec 1.40 1
to Packets+ -

Terminal one 50 1.823 msec .54 T
char.
Packet

*The message scenario was created on the assumption that terminals were
sending short messages averaging 15 characters in length at the rate
of 2 per minute. Each terminal message was replied to by a computer
with a message averaging 400 characters in length(e.g., a partial CR1
screen update). This scenario may be representative of many informa-
tion retrieval systems, e.g., medical abstracts , school and hospital
admissions or registration.

~~Inchudes 10 character packet header.

average packet transmission time • 3.36 msec.
26 
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6.2 SImulation Results for the LilT 1-persistent Protocol

-~ The average throughput and delay obtained for various termlnal/
processor configurations using the LilT 1—persistent protocol are
listed in Table 2 for two different values of the average retrans-
mission delay.

TABLE 2

LilT CSMA THROUGHPUT AND DELAY VS NUMBER OF USERS
AND RET RANSMISSION DELAY

Number of
Terminal/ Mean - Mean
Processor tetranssnission Delay 6 .l2 T tetransmission Delay ö= .24 1
Users Avg. Throughput Av.Dela,y Avg. Throughput Avg.Delay

100/2 .06 1.JO T
200/4 .12 l.20 T
400/8 .24 1.27 T .24 2.1 T
600/12 .36 l.42 T
800/16 .48 l.94 T
1000/20 .54 2.66 1
1200/24 .60 3.54 T
1300/26 0* 00* .77 4.3 T
1400/28 0* 00 .83 9.27 1
l 500/ l~ .89 1.60

~
T

1500/30 0 00

U

*Jjnstable channel

+The single processor outputs messages at a rate equivalent to 30
normal processors.

27 
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The initial simulation runs were made using a random retrans-
mission delay uniformly distributed in the range 0 1 to .24 1 with
a mean (6) of .12 1. The increase in throughput and delay was near-
ly linear until the configuration of 1300 terminals and 26 processors,
corresponding to a required channel utilization of about .75, was
attempted. The channel then became saturated and throughput dropped
to zero.

The retransmission delay was changed to a uniform distribution
in the range 0 T to .48 T with a mean of .24 T. Equilibrium was
achieved for the 1300 terminal and 26 processor configuration. This 

-

behavior is the same as the LBT CSMA behavior described in References
[2_ 5).* The higher the input load, the larger the average retrans-
mission delay must be to prevent the channel from saturating. How-
ever, l engthening the value of the average retransmission delay in-
creases the delay at lower throughput values , as indicated by the
delay val ues for the 400 terminal and 8 processor configuration.

The sensitivity of the network saturation point to the number
of users is indicated by the results using a 1500 terminal and single
processor configuration. The single processor was generating messages
at a rate equivalent to 30 normal processors. The channel did not
become saturated for the configuration using the single processor.
The channel was rapidly saturated when the single processor was re-
placed by 30 processors generating a traffic load equivalent to that
of the single processor. This behavior is consistent with the

S

*This behavior disagrees with the conjecture made in Reference 8
- 
rI that throughput does not decrease as G increases . Throughput did 3

not decrease for that case due to the small number of users simulated.

28
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behavior of other contention systems, I.e., as the number of chan-
nel users is increased, an originally stable channel becomes unstable
although the channel input rate remains constant [2).

•

6.3 Simulation Results for the 1-persistent 181 CSMA Protocol

The 1-persistent LBT CSMA protocol was simulated as it would be
implemented on the MITRE cable system. The average throughput and
delay obtained for various terminal/processor configurations are
listed in Tabl e 3 for various values of average retransmission delay.
The val ues in Tabl e 3 should be compared with the values listed in
Tabl e 2 for the 1-persistent LilT protocol .

TABLE 3

LBT CSMA THROUGHPUT AND DELAY VS NUMBER OF USERS
AND RETRANSMISSION DELAY

Number of
Terminal/ Mean
Processor Average Average Retransmission
Users Throughput Delay Delay 6

100/2 --- --- --- 
-

200/4 .12 2.48 T .12 T

400/8 .24 3.53 1 7.6 T

600/12 .36 5.70 1 7.6 1
U 700/14 .42 ll.38 T 15.2 1

800/16 0 00 15.2 1

I
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The behavior of the LBT protocol is similar to that of the corre-
sponding LilT protocol. The throughput increased until the channel
became saturated when the 400 terminal/8 processor configuration was * 

-
simulated with a retransmission delay uniformly distributed in the
range 0 1 to .24 1. Increasing the retransmission delay to range be-
tween 0 T and 15.2 1 enabled the channel to achieve equilibrium con~
ditions. The channel again reached saturation for the 700 termlnal/
14 processor configuration. Increasing the retransmission delay to
range between 0 1 and 30.4 1 resulted in the establisMent of equili-
brium conditions. The channel became saturated again when the 800
terminals and 16 processor configuration was attempted.

6.4 Comparison of 1-persistent WT and LBT CSMA Simulation Results

The performance of the I -pers tent LilT protocol is superior to
that of the corresponding LBT protocol . The maximum throughput
achieved by the LBT protocol is less than half the maximum throughput
achieved by the LilT protocol. The delays incurred by the LBT protocol

are more than twice the val ue of the delays incurred by the LilT proto-
col at the same throughput rate. The LBT protocol requires a much
larger mean retransmission delay to prevent channel saturation than
does the LilT protocol at equival ent input traffic rates. Figures 6
and 1 illustrate the throughput vs offered channel traffic and the
delay vs throughput simulation results for the 1-persistent LilT and
LBT CSMA protocols.

The dynamic behavior of the channel was the same for both proto- a

cols. The channel was saturated after some finite time period of
quasi-stationary conditions. Channel equilibrium was achieved by ‘

increasing the mean retransmission delay. Decreasing the number of
- 

- 
users while maintaining the same input traffic rate, may also sta- ‘ —

bilize the channel. Therefore, the theoretical equilibrium throughput-
delay resul ts do not completely describe the performance of a contention

30
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channel for a - large number of users. The channel performance Is
better represented by use of a stability throughput-delay trade-off.
Reference [5) describes the stability throughput-delay trade-off for
a Slotted ALOHA channel. F. Tobagi and L. Kleinrock have described
the throughput-stability trade-offs for the non-persIstent 181 CSMA
protocol [1, 3).

V

The solutions for preventing channel saturation are the same
for the LilT CSMA, LBT CSMA [4] and ALOHA [5) protocols. They are
control the input traffic rate, increase the retransmission delay or -
decrease the number of users. The dynamic control procedures in-
vestigated for the 181 CSMA and ALOHA protocols are appl icable to the
LilT CSMA protocol.

I

p

1
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- 7.0 CONCLUSIONS

Equilibrium throughput and delay equations have been derived for
the non-persistent LilT CSMA and 181 CSMA channel transmission proto- . - 

-
-

cols. The non-.persistent LilT CSMA protocol offers theoretical improve-
ments of 10 to 20 percent increase in maximum throughput and 30 to
100 percent decrease in delay when compared to the non-persistent LBT
CSMA protocol.

The performance of the 1-persistent LilT CSMA and 181 CSMA proto-
cols, as implemented on the MITRE uni directional coaxial cable system,
was investigated using computer simulation. The max imum throughput
achieved by the LilT protocol was twice as great as the maximum through-
put achieved by the LBT protocol. The LilT protocol exhibited a 100
to 800 percent decrease in packet delay when compared to the 181
protocol at the same throughput rate.

The LilT CSMA protocol behaves in a manner consistent with the
behavior for the LBT CSMA protocol as described by F. Tobagi [2). For
a specified mean retransmission delay the channel becomes saturated
with retransmissions as the Input traffic rate Increases. Increasing
the mean retransmission delay enables the channel to achieve equili-
brium conditions. Decreasing the number of users, while maintaining
the same input traffic rate, may al so stabilize the channel . The
stabil ity considerations and dynamic control procedures described by
Lam, Kleinrock and Tobagi [3-4) for LBT CSMA and ALOHA protocol s are
applicable to LilT CSNA protocols.

p 
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